Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Multilayer mirrors are optical elements used for many applications including on free-electron-lasers (FELs) beamlines. They are composed of multiple thin layers of dielectric material, typically deposited on a bulk substrate. By choice of the type and thickness of the layers, one can design an optical coating with specified reflectivity at different wavelengths of light^[@CR1]^. Boron carbide (*B*~4~*C*) is frequently used as a reflective coating material for X-ray mirrors both in the soft and in the hard x-ray regime, in particular, due to its high radiation tolerance^[@CR2],[@CR3]^.

Bulk *B*~4~*C* is a semiconducting material of a complex molecular structure, with at least two possible stoichiometries. As X-ray diffraction measurements^[@CR4]^ demonstrated, it contains a mixture of CBC chains and B~12~ icosahedra, forming complex crystal phases. Correspondingly, *B*~4~*C* properties strongly depend on the local carbon content, i.e., they are inhomogeneous. The details are discussed and the respective phase diagrams are shown in Fig. 2 of ref.^[@CR4]^. Band structure of *B*~4~*C* includes a band gap of *E*~*gap*~ = 2.09 eV, with a rich substructure which contains electron traps and excitonic levels (see Fig. 13 in^[@CR4]^).

With the increasing use of free-electron-laser facilities, especially in the hard X-ray regime, where each pulse carries energy of several hundreds of microjoules, there is a quest for methods to increase radiation tolerance of optical elements at FEL beamlines, in particular, of X-ray mirrors. Radiation-hard *B*~4~*C* coating is a promising alternative to other mirror-coating materials, as already investigated, e.g., by A. Aquila *et al*. in^[@CR5]^. Such coating may also contain an additional layer of a radiation-hard material, with an interface to the supporting Si wafer^[@CR2]^.

We performed a dedicated experiment on a *B*~4~*C* coated bilayer system at the free-electron-laser facility SACLA. It followed a series of earlier experiments by T. Koyama and SPring-8 Optics group^[@CR6]--[@CR8]^. Two coatings were tested: 15 nm *B*~4~*C*/20 nm *Mo* on silicon wafer and 15 nm *B*~4~*C*/50 nm *SiC* on silicon wafer. The system has been irradiated with linearly polarized 10 keV X-rays (at horizontal polarization) at a grazing incidence angle of 3 mrad (0.17°). The experimental setup and measurement geometry were the same as in the earlier experiment described in detail in ref.^[@CR6]^. Both coatings sustained the irradiation at the fluences up to \~10 *μ*J/*μm*^2^ (=1000 J/cm^2^). Below we perform a corresponding theoretical analysis. The model that we will propose can also be applied for other materials and irradiation conditions.

Firstly, we discuss the structural damage and the theoretical damage threshold doses for *B*~4~*C*, *SiC*, *Mo* and *Si*, and compare them to the available experimental data. Later, we model the irradiation of the experimentally tested coated bilayer systems under two different conditions of an X-ray pulse incidence: (i) grazing incidence, and (ii) normal incidence, and compare quantitatively the effect of the pulse incidence on the radiation tolerance of the bilayer systems. Finally, we present conclusions, and outline prospective model applications.

Structural Damage {#Sec2}
=================

Microscopic mechanisms of radiation damage in solids {#Sec3}
----------------------------------------------------

Irradiation with X-rays delivers energy to the material through photoabsorption processes. Photo- and Auger electrons released from the valence band and deeply-lying atomic shells ionize the material further through impact ionizations. As a consequence, further electrons are released which form electron cascades. As it was shown in, e.g.^[@CR9]--[@CR12]^, if the radiation dose absorbed is high enough, the number of excited valence electrons exceeds a certain critical value which may trigger a non-thermal structural transition in covalently bonded materials. It occurs due to the presence of many excited electrons which strongly perturb the interatomic potential. Such perturbation forces atoms to move from their initial positions, initiating structural changes within the material. This type of transition is called non-thermal phase transition^[@CR9]^, as its duration is too short for advancing an energy exchange between hot electronic system and lattice which would lead to a raise of the lattice temperature, typically on ps timescales. Typical timescales for non-thermal transitions are of the order of a few hundred femtoseconds. Therefore, the atomic system still remains cold while a non-thermal transition occurs. Recently, a non-thermal transition has been observed for diamond^[@CR13]^ on the timescale of 150−200 fs.

The lattice heating due to the electron-lattice energy exchange may also trigger a structural transition. However, as mentioned above, it typically occurs on timescales longer than a non-thermal transition. I.e., if the absorbed dose is higher than the non-thermal transition threshold, both thermal and non-thermal processes may occur. However, in this case, the non-thermal transition switches on earlier and is, therefore, the dominant damage channel. If the absorbed dose is lower than the non-thermal transition threshold, only thermal structural transition may occur. It then also triggers structural changes, typically on a picosecond timescales. The examples of non-thermal and thermal transitions in solids and of their interplay are discussed in refs^[@CR14],[@CR15]^.

Metals - in contrast to semiconductors and dielectrics - predominantly experience thermal transitions^[@CR10],[@CR16]^. The potential-energy surface in metals on which atoms move is only slightly affected by electronic excitation. Thermal mechanism becomes then a predominant channel for material melting. However, if the deposited dose is high enough, the timescale of such thermal transition shrinks, and can even enter a subpicosecond regime as discussed e.g., in^[@CR10]^ (see also references therein).

Definition of threshold dose for structural damage {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------------------

In contrast to irradiation with optical laser pulses, irradiation with X-rays yields to a large degree a uniform volumetric heating of the exposed materials down to a depth corresponding approximately to the penetration depth of photons in the considered material. By the X-ray penetration depth, *d*~*XP*~, we understand here the depth into the material, measured along the surface normal where the intensity of X-rays falls to 1/*e* of its value at the surface - adapting the convention from^[@CR17],[@CR18]^. It is a function of the X-ray incidence angle and photon energy. An universal measure for the damage threshold, *D*~*damage*~, can then be introduced. It is a minimal average radiation dose absorbed per atom at which a structural damage of the material appeared. The absorption 'per atom' refers only to atoms located in the material layer down to the photon penetration depth. Under 'damage', we understand here any phase transition changing the macroscopic properties of the target. We do not include into this definition such effects as point defect creation, surface roughening etc.

Thermodynamic considerations indicate that structural thermal and non-thermal phase transitions occur at a certain radiation dose absorbed per atom^[@CR11]^. This critical dose weakly depends on the way the energy is delivered to the atomic system, provided that the energy dissipates slowly out of the system. Therefore, the average dose per atom can conveniently be used to diagnose structural damage under various irradiation conditions, e.g., at various pulse fluences or X-ray photon energies. For example, for diamond the structural damage threshold is: *D*~*damage*~ \~ 0.7 eV/atom^[@CR11],[@CR19]^ for a non-thermal transition. For silicon: *D*~*damage*~ \~ 0.65 eV/atom for a thermal transition, and *D*~*damage*~ \~ 0.9 eV/atom for a non-thermal transition^[@CR15]^.

The energy absorbed during X-ray irradiation is initially transferred *only* to the electronic system. Therefore, the damage threshold dose can be converted into a critical number of secondary electrons released per atom. Let us introduce a factor *R*, describing the ratio of the excited electrons per atom, *N*~*exc*~ to the number of valence electrons per atom, *N*~*val*~, i.e., *R* = *N*~*exc*~/*N*~*val*~. The critical fraction of excited electrons *R*~*damage*~ can then be related to the damage threshold dose, *D*~*damage*~ as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${R}_{damage}\simeq {D}_{damage}/({N}_{val}\cdot {E}_{eh}),$$\end{document}$$where *E*~*eh*~ is average electron-hole pair creation energy, 2 · *E*~*gap*~ ≤ *E*~*eh*~ ≤ 3 · *E*~*gap*~, with *E*~*gap*~ being a band gap width^[@CR20],[@CR21]^. Knowing *D*~*damage*~, one can estimate from Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) the critical fraction of excited electrons for the material of interest. The estimates for *B*~4~*C*, *SiC*, *Si* and for diamond are summarized in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, together with the experimentally measured damage thresholds. They are valid for damage induced by X-ray radiation pulses of the duration \< 20 fs, i.e., shorter than the timescale of damage formation. A specific temporal shape of the pulse then does not play a role^[@CR12]^. An informative compendium on the available measured damage threshold doses, with the references to the original measurements, can be found in refs^[@CR2],[@CR3]^. and, for diamond, in ref.^[@CR19]^.Table 1Damage threshold doses estimated from experimental data and the corresponding critical fractions of X-ray excited electrons calculated with Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) for the constituents of coated bilayer systems (tested here) and for diamond.Sample*D*~*damage*~ \[eV/atom\]*R*~*damage*~ \[%\]*B* ~4~ *C*\~0.753.7--5.6*SiC*\~0.943.3--4.9*Si*\~0.906.7--10.0*C*(*diamond*)\~0.701.0--1.6

In particular, dedicated microscopic simulations^[@CR11],[@CR15]^ have shown that at the threshold dose for non-thermal damage, the critical fraction of excited electrons, *R*~*damage*~ in diamond is \~1.5%. In silicon, it lies at \~6--9%. These values agree well with the estimates from Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}).

Reasons for discrepancies between the theory predicted and measured damage thresholds {#Sec5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Various measurements of damage thresholds performed at different X-ray wavelengths and pulse fluences^[@CR2],[@CR3]^ yielded the fluence values at which first surface modifications were observed (e.g.^[@CR22],[@CR23]^). The emergence of the surface changes, detectable, e.g., in Raman spectra or diffraction patterns, can be used for the definition of damage threshold: the pulse fluence is the highest at the material surface, which implies that the dose absorbed per atom is also the highest in the vicinity of the surface. Consequently, any X-ray induced structural changes in a material will manifest at its surface. However, if one converts damage threshold fluence values from various measurements^[@CR2],[@CR3]^ into the absorbed dose (eV/atom), one can observe that the dose values obtained for various X-ray radiation wavelengths differ. This discrepancy seems to be in contradiction with the thermodynamical argument made in the previous chapter that thermal and non-thermal structural phase transitions occur at a certain average absorbed dose per atom, independently on the photon energy^[@CR11]^. According to it, one would expect that delivery of the same amount of energy per atom within the system (here, even within a similar time interval) should trigger the same transition. This seeming controversy can be resolved by noticing that the measurements at different wavelengths may be affected by the transport of energetic electrons^[@CR9]^, as well as by the electron emission off the surface. For further details, see the Section "Theoretical model".

To understand the discrepancy, let us recall that our definition of damage threshold assumes that the radiation energy absorbed by the material in the 'photointeraction' volume, i.e., down to the photon attenuation length, *remains* in this volume, i.e., also the photo- and secondary electrons created within the volume do not leave it. In reality, this assumption is fulfilled only if the photon penetration depth is large when compared to the photoelectron range. The ideal measurement of the damage threshold could be performed with hard X-rays arriving at normal incidence angle into the material. For illustration, in boron carbide crystal, the penetration depth of 10 keV photon is \~3000 *μ*m, i.e., very large when compared to the corresponding photoelectron range of \~1.3 *μ*m. Under such conditions, electronic transport out from the photointeraction volume is neglibile. Otherwise, energetic electrons can quickly carry the energy out of the photointeraction region deeper into the material, effectively decreasing the absorbed dose in this region^[@CR5],[@CR6]^.

Therefore, the estimated damage threshold fluences (i.e., the damage threshold doses) from experimental data approach the corresponding theoretical estimates only at short X-ray wavelengths. It is demonstrated, e.g., by the measurements of *B*~4~*C* damage dose presented in^[@CR2]^ (see Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} therein) and in^[@CR3]^ (see Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} therein). There, the estimated damage thresholds^[@CR23],[@CR24]^ converge to the theoretical ones only at the short X-ray wavelengths. We show those converged values in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.

Theoretical Model {#Sec6}
=================

Below we present a simple theoretical model, capable of estimating damage thresholds in multilayer materials under varying X-ray incidence and polarization. Its predictions will be later verified by a comparison to the experimental data obtained from our SACLA measurement.

Let us emphasize that we do not aim here to construct a high-accuracy quantitative model that would require time-consuming large-scale calculations. Our intention is to offer a versatile tool capable to roughly *estimate* damage thresholds in various materials within multilayer systems.

First, we calculate the density of photoelectrons, *n*~*photoel*~(*x*) produced at various depths within the irradiated system, after the X-ray pulse is over. The number of photoelectrons created by X-ray pulse per unit surface between depths *x* and *x* + *dx* in the material equals to the number of absorbed photons, and, consequently, to the pulse energy absorbed between those layers, divided by the photon energy:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d{N}_{photoel}(x)=d{F}_{abs}(x)/{E}_{\gamma },$$\end{document}$$where *F*~*abs*~(*x*) denotes the absorbed pulse fluence. Assuming the Beer-Lambert law for X-ray absorption, the pulse fluence at depth *x* is:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F(x)={F}_{T}\cdot \exp (\,-\,x/{d}_{XP}),$$\end{document}$$where fluence *F*~*T*~ denotes the fluence at the material surface which was transmitted into the material, *F*~*T*~ = *F* · (1 − *R*) · sin *α*, with *F* being the experimental XFEL fluence, estimated from the beam energy divided by the lateral beam focus, and *R* being the reflectivity of the surface at the given grazing incidence angle *α*. Respectively, *dF*~*abs*~(*x*) = *F*(*x*) − *F*(*x* + *dx*), which yields the following expression for the density of photoelectrons, *n*~*photoel*~(*x*) ≡ *dN*~*photoel*~(*x*)/*dx*:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Photoelectrons interact further with the sample, creating cascades of secondary electrons. Let us recall that the 3D secondary electron density, *n*~*el*~(*t*, **r**), at some time instant *t* and at spatial position **r,** can be estimated from a convolution of 3D photoelectron density, *n*~*photoel*~(*t*, **r**) and the density of secondary electrons created by one photoelectron, *n*~*el*\|1*photoel*~(*t*, **r**):$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In our model we resolve only one spatial dimension, i.e., the depth into the material, *x*. Further, for the damage threshold estimation it is sufficient to know the total density of secondary electrons after the electron cascading processes finished. After performing the respective time integration in Eq. ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}), and reducing the number of spatial dimensions, we arrive at the formula:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The density of secondary electrons is anisotropic with respect to the propagation direction of the parent photoelectron^[@CR25]^. Below we demonstrate it on the example of *B*~4~*C* after the impact of a single 10 keV photoelectron (Figs [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) but this is also true for other materials considered here. The density calculations were performed with XCASCADE (3D) code^[@CR26]^.Figure 1Electron density per surface transversal to the initial velocity of the photoelectron, recorded after the electron cascading was finished.Figure 2Electron density along the propagation direction of the initial photoelectron, recorded after the electron cascading was finished.

The secondary electron density in the plane transversal to the propagation direction of the parent photoelectron (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) is strongly localized and quickly decreases, already at the distance of \~1 nm from the propagation direction.

In contrast, the secondary electron density calculated along the propagation direction of the initial photoelectron (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) is asymmetric and, after the initial peak around *z* = 0, it decreases very slowly in the direction of the photoelectron propagation.

In order to correctly include the effect of electron propagation within the irradiated material, the anisotropy should be taken into account. Consequently, the polarization of X-ray beam becomes important, as the photoelectron distribution peaks along the polarization vector (i.e., the direction of the electric field) of the incident light, if it is linearly polarized.

In what follows, for simplicity we restrict to the grazing incidence case and linearly polarized X-ray beam, as in our measurement. If the polarization vector is parallel to the material surface, the density of secondary electrons created by a single photoelectron, *n*~*el*\|1*photoel*~(*x*) can be approximated as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${n}_{el|1photoel}(x)=G(x,{\sigma }_{transv})\cdot {E}_{\gamma }/{E}_{eh},$$\end{document}$$where *G*(*x*, *σ*~*transv*~) is a normalized Gaussian distribution function centered around 0 with the standard deviation, *σ*~*transv*~ = *d*~*el*,*transv*~/4, and *d*~*el*,*transv*~ is the transversal electron range (e.g., of \~1 nm for *B*~4~*C*). The ratio *E*~γ~/*E*~*eh*~ gives the estimate of the total number of secondary electrons created by an impact of single photon of energy *E*~γ~. As it was discussed previously, we assume that 2 · *E*~*gap*~ ≤ *E*~*eh*~ ≤ 3 · *E*~*gap*~^[@CR20],[@CR21]^, in order to avoid any bias due to a specific choice of phenomenological model for the average pair creation energy.

Similarly, if the polarization vector is perpendicular to the material surface, then *n*~*el*\|*1photoel*~(*x*) = G(*x*, *σ*~*longitud*~) · *E*~γ~/*E*~*eh*~, with *σ*~*longitud*~ = *d*~*el,longitud*~/4 and *d*~*el,longitud*~ being the longitudinal electron range (e.g., of \~1280 nm for *B*~4~*C*^[@CR27]^). For this Gaussian function parametrization, we utilize the fact that photoelectron distribution peaks along the polarization vector in both directions, i.e., it is symmetric with respect to *x*.

The total electron density *n*~*el*~(*x*) can then be obtained after introducing *n*~*el*\|*1photoel*~(*x*) into Eq. ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) and performing the integration over *x*′. The effect of possible electron emission from the surface is then taken into account in the calculations through the integration limit at the surface.

Depending on the irradiation condition, in case of multilayer materials, photo- and secondary electrons may cross borders between various material layers. In case of our measurement, the average electron-hole pair creation energies are similar for all materials considered here. This implies that if the secondary electrons would propagate beyond the layer in which their 'parent' photoelectron was created, they would contribute to the overall number of electrons created in other layers in the same way as the electrons originating from the photoelectrons created in other layers. Therefore, the border crossings by fast electrons do not lead to an misestimation of the predicted final number of electrons in the layers.

With these observations, we can estimate the total number of (secondary) electrons created in each layer as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${N}_{el,i}=\int dx\,{n}_{el,i}(x),$$\end{document}$$with i = *B*~4~*C*, *Mo*, *SiC*, *Si*. The integrations are performed between borders of each layer, and for the deepest layer down to the respective electron range in this layer. The ratio of the total number of free electrons created in the ith layer to the total number of valence electrons therein then is: *R*~*i*~ = *N*~*el,i*~/(*N*~*val*~ · *n*~*i*~ · *V*~*i*~). We conservatively assume that the damage threshold of multilayer system is exceeded if in any layer, the interval between the estimated limiting values of *R*~*i*~ starts to overlap with the respective interval of theoretical limiting values, *R*~*damage,i*~.

Predictions of Our Model for Damage of Coated Bilayer System Irradiated with Hard X-Rays Arriving at Grazing Incidence {#Sec7}
======================================================================================================================

With the model, we studied the damage threshold for our SACLA experiment performed with 10 keV XFEL linearly polarized radiation (horizontal polarization) at the grazing incidence of *α* = 3 mrad. Material parameters of our coated bilayer systems are listed in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Let us first recall general features of X-ray irradiation at grazing incidence (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). At a grazing angle of a few miliradians, the X-ray radiation enters the material surface layer down to several nanometer depth^[@CR28]^. The reflectivity of the surface is very high, and only a small fraction of the incoming radiation is transmitted into the material. The reflectivities of our samples, with a surface roughness of 0.5 nm, were 0.992^[@CR1],[@CR17],[@CR18]^ in both measurement cases. The respective penetration depth is *d*~*XP*~ = 0.0213 *μ*m^[@CR17],[@CR18]^. The grazing angle is close to the critical angle^[@CR28]^: already at the grazing angle of 4 mrad, the reflectivity decreases to 0.044, with the X-ray penetration depth increasing to 8.2 *μ*m.Table 2Material parameters of our coated bilayer systems with mass density *ρ*, layer thickness d, and 10 keV photon penetration depth at the grazing incidence angle of 3 mrad.Sample*ρ* \[g/cm^3^\]d \[nm\]*d*~*XP*~ \[*μ*m\]*B* ~4~ *C*2.37150.021*Mo*10.22200.002*SiC*2.85500.006*Si*2.335·10^6^0.011Note that the thickness of the *B*~4~*C* layer is comparable with the respective photon penetration depth, the thickness of the underlying coatings (*Mo*, *SiC*) is ten times larger than the respective photon penetration depth, and the thickness of *Si* wafer is much larger than *d*~*XP*~ for *Si*.Figure 3Schematic representation of experimentally tested coated bilayer systems: (**a**) *B*~4~*C*/*Mo* on silicon wafer, and (**b**) *B*~4~*C*/*SiC* on silicon wafer. Black arrows represent X-ray photons, incoming at a grazing incidence into the material. Red arrows indicate the propagation of X-rays into the materials, affecting only the layers close to the surface.

The 'critical valence electron density' criterion described above does not apply for metallic molybdenum, for which thermal melting occurs. Thus, we use the thermal damage threshold dose for *Mo*, *D*~*th*~ = 1.19 − 1.26 eV per atom. We estimated it, assuming melting of *Mo* under either constant pressure or constant volume with the respective parametrizations of the latent heat taken from^[@CR29],[@CR30]^.

The model predictions for our experiment at a grazing incidence of 3 mrad are summarized in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. As expected, the irradiation mostly affects the *B*~4~*C* surface layer. In case of the incoming fluence of *F* = 10 *μ*J/*μm*^2^, which is the experimentally estimated damage threshold for both coatings, our model predicts that the surface can still sustain the XFEL radiation. However, the experimental fluence of 13 *μ*J/*μm*^2^ would already damage the outer *B*~4~*C* layer.Table 3Fractions of excited electrons predicted with our model for the constituents of the coated bilayer systems tested at SACLA.Layer ith*B*~4~*C*/*Mo*: *R*~*i*~ \[%\]*B*~4~*C*/*SiC*: *R*~*i*~ \[%\]*R*~*damage*~ \[%\]*B* ~4~ *C*1.9--2.91.9--2.93.7--5.6*SiC*---0.6--0.93.3--4.9*Si*1.8·10^−6^ − 2.7·10^−6^1.4·10^−5^ − 2.2·10^−5^6.7--10.0Dose \[eV/atom\]Dose \[eV/atom\]*D*~*th*~ \[eV/atom\]*Mo*0.57---1.2--1.3The fractions are compared with the corresponding damage threshold values from Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. The incoming fluence is 10 *μ*J/*μm*^2^.

In order to further validate the predictivity of our model, we also calculated the damage thresholds measured in an earlier experiment by A. Aquila *et al*.^[@CR5]^ under similar irradiation conditions (polarization, grazing incidence). The damage thresholds there were derived for a system consisting of 50 nm *B*~4~*C* layer on a silicon wafer. Together with our predictions, they are summarized in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. Under the given experimental conditions, the penetration depth in *B*~4~*C* is 8.17 nm for 7 keV, 4 mrad, and 5.32 nm for 12 keV, 2 mrad incidence angle, respectively. In both cases the photon penetration depth was \~6--10 times shorter than the thickness of the *B*~4~*C* layer (50 nm).Table 4Fractions of excited electrons predicted with our model for the constituents of the coated bilayer system: 50 nm *B*~4~*C* on silicon wafer tested by Aquila *et al*. in^[@CR5]^: case (a) with *E*~γ~ = 7 keV, grazing angle α = 4 mrad, pulse fluence *F* = 24 *μ*J/*μm*^2^, and case (b) with *E*~γ~ = 12 keV, *α* = 2 mrad, and *F* = 100 *μ*J/*μm*^2^.Layer ith*E*~γ~ = 7 keV: *R*~*i*~ \[%\]*E*~γ~ = 12 keV: *R*~*i*~ \[%\]*R*~*damage*~ \[%\]*B* ~4~ *C*3.0--4.56.2--9.33.7--5.6*Si*0.001--0.0020.00005--0.000086.7--10.0The fractions are compared with the corresponding damage threshold values from Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.

According to our model, the estimated damage threshold lies at \~20 *μ*J/*μm*^2^ for 7 keV case. I.e., the irradiated sample is already above the damage threshold at the experimentally estimated damage threshold fluence of *F* = 24 *μ*J/*μm*^2^. One of the reasons for the discrepancy on the theory side could be a different density of *B*~4~*C* layer used in the experiment^[@CR5]^ that was not explicitly stated in the paper. For our calculation, we used the density value given in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Additionally, on the experimental side, the fitting of the damage threshold fluence performed in ref.^[@CR5]^ (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} therein) had some finite accuracy which was not specified. For the case with *E*~γ~ = 12 keV, our model predicts a threshold damage fluence of \~40 *μ*J/*μm*^2^ which is lower than the experimentally determined 100 *μ*J/*μm*^2^.Figure 4Schematic representation of experimentally tested coated bilayer systems. Black arrows represent X-ray photons, incoming at the normal incidence into the material. Red arrows indicate deep propagation of X-rays into the materials.

Considering the simplicity of our model and the uncertainty due to the constraints for the electron-hole pair creation energy, the achieved agreement with data is good.

Predictions of Our Model for Damage within Coated Bilayer System by Hard X-Rays Arriving Under Normal Incidence {#Sec8}
===============================================================================================================

To illustrate the strong impact of incidence angle on the damage thresholds in coated bilayer materials, we perform a calculation of the damage thresholds under normal incidence.

X-rays of 10 keV energy arriving at normal incidence onto the material surface can propagate up to a few 1000 *μ*m into the material (Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}). At such large spatial scales, any first-principle simulation of irradiated multilayer materials (i.e., involving the irradiation processes treated microscopically and including the transport of carriers) would be very time consuming. However, we can still use our model in this regime.Table 5Photon penetration depth at normal incidence^[@CR17]^ at the photon impact energy of 10 keV, calculated for the components of our multilayer systems^[@CR18]^.Sample*B* ~4~ *CMoSiCSid*~*XP*~ \[*μ*m\]315612152134

The damage threshold fluence estimated with the model for the coated bilayer system under normal incidence is \~0.1 *μ*J/*μm*^2^ for the set-up (a) and \~1 *μ*J/*μm*^2^ for the set-up (b) from Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, i.e., it is \~10--100 times smaller than that one obtained for the case of grazing incidence. The difference is due to the strong absorption of X-rays by *Mo* layer. The respective X-ray penetration depth in *Mo* is 10--100 times smaller than those of the other constituents of our multilayer system (see Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}).

For comparison with the grazing incidence case, Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} shows the electron excitation levels predicted with our model for the considered coated bilayer systems irradiated at normal incidence with a pulse fluence of 10 *μ*J/*μm*^2^ (i.e., equal to the damage threshold fluence at the grazing incidence). Even if the number of electrons in the outer *B*~4~*C* layer stays below the critical value, and the initial (electronic) damage in this layer is suppressed, the damage progressing within the internal layers will also affect thermally the outer layer. Therefore, the *B*~4~*C* layer will be ultimately damaged. Our result then is in agreement with the earlier statement on the detection of damage from the observation of structural modifications at the material surface.Table 6Fractions of excited electrons predicted with our model for the constituents of the coated bilayer systems tested at SACLA if irradiated under normal incidence with a pulse fluence of 10 *μ*J/*μm*^2^.Layer ith*B*~4~*C*/*Mo*: *R*~*i*~ \[%\]*B*~4~*C*/*SiC*: *R*~*i*~ \[%\]*R*~*damage*~ \[%\]*B* ~4~ *C*0.8--1.10.8--1.13.7--5.6*SiC*---16--253.3--4.9*Si*43--6643--666.7--10.0Dose \[eV/atom\]Dose \[eV/atom\]*D*~*th*~ \[eV/atom\]*Mo*82---1.2--1.3They are compared with the damage threshold values from Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.

To conclude, the material would be destroyed under the experimental fluence irradiation conditions, if the incidence of X-rays were normal.

Conclusions {#Sec9}
===========

In this paper, we proposed a simple model to estimate damage thresholds of X-ray irradiated coated bilayer materials. This versatile tool utilizes specific properties of hard X-ray propagation and absorption in solids, and of the following electron transport. It overcomes the bottleneck problem of large spatial propagation scales, inaccessible for typical first-principle-based simulation tools.

With this model, we analysed structural damage thresholds for complex coated bilayer systems irradiated with linearly polarized X-rays. The predictions obtained for the damage thresholds under grazing incidence were found to be in good agreement with our experimental results, as well as with the earlier results by A. Aquila *et al*.^[@CR5]^. To demonstrate the strong impact of irradiation conditions on the radiation tolerance of multilayer materials, we also performed a calculation of damage thresholds under normal X-ray incidence with the same pulse parameters as for samples investigated in our grazing incidence experiment. We predicted that the respective damage thresholds are \~10--100 times smaller than those obtained at grazing incidence.

Our model can be used at various grazing angles and for various materials. It can also be extended in a straightforward way to treat multilayer systems and various X-ray polarization schemes. However, if the electron transport between material layers becomes important, the model is only valid if all material layers have similar electron-hole pair creation energy. This is necessary to account correctly for the effect of electron transport between various material layers within the framework of our model. This assumption is fulfilled for the materials used in our study, as well as for many other materials used for construction of X-ray mirrors.

In conclusion, we expect that the model will find a broad range of applications at constructing and testing elements for XFEL optics in the so far computationally inaccessible hard X-ray regime.
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